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ABSTRACT: Electrospinning of ternary systems containing a
nonsolvent is of interest because it can produce fibers that are
highly porous on the surface and in the core. Despite the
growing interest and applications, electrospinning of such
ternary systems is challenging due to their evolving viscoelastic
properties prior to electrospinning. In this study, we produce
porous/rough poly(lactic acid) (PLA) fibers via electro-
spinning of binary and ternary systems of PLA, dichloro-
methane (solvent) and hexane (nonsolvent). We introduce a
rheological approach to determine the appropriate time for
electrospinning of ternary systems which is within at most 10%
of their induction time of crystallization, when incipient
crystals are formed within the polymer-rich phase. These incipient crystals act as nucleators for further crystallization during the
process leading to higher crystallinity and more α form crystals. Surprisingly, the pore morphology and crystallinity of the as-
electrospun fibers are drastically changed after a room temperature solvent exchange. During this process, cold crystallization and
α′ to α recrystallization occur for all systems. Also, the surface porosity of the fibers is decreased after the solvent exchange,
except for the fibers produced from the ternary systems with higher PLA concentrations. Our results indicate that the crystallinity
and surface texture of electrospun membranes and thus their performance may change during subsequent analysis and in-service
applications, even when a highly volatile solvent is used as a spinning medium.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fibrous membranes produced by electrospinning of polymer
melts or solutions have gained interest and applications in
various fields from filtration and sensors to tissue engineering
and drug delivery.1−7 This technique can be used to produce
polymeric membranes with narrow pore size distributions, a
high degree of interconnectivity, and low tortuosity, consisting
of microsized or nanosized fibers.1,3,8−10 There are several
processing, material, and ambient parameters affecting these
characteristics. This makes electrospinning a flexible fabrication
technique allowing for the design of membranes with specific
characteristics suitable for target applications.1,3,6,11,12 It also
makes the process particularly complex to understand from a
fundamental point of view.
The crystallinity and surface texture and porosity of the

electrospun fibers significantly influence their performan-
ces.3,8,13,14 Surface porosity of the fibers is also essential for
applications requiring deposition of nanoparticles, drugs, and
enzymes.1,2,8 Furthermore, mechanical and physical properties
and permeability of the electrospun membranes depend on
their crystallinity.9,13,15 A good understanding of the pore
formation and crystallization process during electrospinning
helps to better design the fabrication of membranes with
desirable characteristics for specific applications.

There are many methods to create porosity and roughness
on the fibers, for example, salt-induced electrospinning or
electrospinning of polymer blends. However, such techniques
using a porogen require post-treatments to selectively eliminate
the salt or sacrificial polymer(s).2,5,16 The main mechanisms
that are involved in pore formation during electrospinning of a
polymer solution include breath figures, thermally induced
phase separation (TIPS), and humidity-induced phase separa-
tion.1,3,8,9,16 The rapid evaporation of a volatile solvent from a
polymer solution during electrospinning can cause thermody-
namic instability in the system which is the driving force for
phase separation of the solution into polymer-rich and
polymer-lean.1,17−21 Because of this rapid solvent evaporation
and the significant increase in surface area1,6 of the system, the
surface temperature of the jet drops during electrospin-
ning.1,8,16 This sudden decrease in temperature can result in
TIPS as well as condensation of humidity as tiny water droplets
on the surface of the jet. The subsequent evaporation of these
water droplets contributes to pore formation by leaving
imprints on the surface of the fibers (known as breath figures).
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Furthermore, if water is a nonsolvent for the polymer and is
miscible with the solvent, these droplets can also diffuse into
the solution and contribute to the pore formation by promoting
phase separation.1,8,16,18,20,22 Note that the pores formed as a
result of breath figures are normally described as uniformly
circular which are densely packed and similar in size and
depth.1,16 However, depending on the system and electro-
spinning parameters, some irregularity such as elongation in
their shape can be observed.1,6,8 On the other hand, pores with
irregular shapes and various sizes and depths are normally the
results of phase separation.16,20

Another approach to create surface porosity and texture is
electrospinning of polymer solutions in association with a
nonsolvent, resulting in nonsolvent-induced phase separation
(NIPS).18,23 The nonsolvent can be incorporated as vapor;1,8,20

used as a coagulation bath wherein the collector is placed,22 or
directly mixed with the polymer solution before electro-
spinning.5,12,14,16,20,24 The direct incorporation of nonsolvent
into polymer solutions, as we do here, can increase the
reproducibility because the phase separation within the system
is defined by the initial ternary composition.16 The fibers
produced via electrospinning of a polymer−solvent−non-
solvent system may exhibit not only a rough, porous surface12

but also a porous core, which can enhance the performance of
the membrane as an absorbent material.5

The pore formation and crystallization mechanisms during
electrospinning of polymer−solvent−nonsolvent systems are
not fully explored, most likely due to the complexity of the
process as there are many parameters involved.1,8,16 Further-
more, due to the rapid nature of electrospinning, the
thermodynamic rules for such ternary systems can be
overridden by kinetics. Also, electrospinning of ternary systems

is challenging as their viscoelastic properties prior to electro-
spinning, and consequently their electrospinnability, change
over time as a result of phase separation.5,16 Advancement in
phase separation increases the viscosity of the system until
gelation occurs as a result of crystallization or vitrification of the
polymer-rich phase.12,19−21 The impact of aging time during
phase separation on viscoelastic properties and electrospinn-
ability of nonsolvent-containing systems,12 which is overlooked
in other studies, is taken into account in this study.
In our previous study, we determined the electrospinnability

window (i.e., shelf time) of poly(lactic acid) (PLA)−dichloro-
methane (DCM; solvent)−hexane (nonsolvent) ternary
systems based on SEM observations of the membranes.12

During the electrospinnability window, the system properties
are such that a stable, continuous jet is formed leading to long,
continuous and uniform fibers.7,11,25 Here, we introduce a
rheological approach to identify the initiation of the electro-
spinnability window (i.e., lower limit of the shelf time12) for the
phase-separating ternary systems prior to electrospinning. In
order to reveal the different morphology formation mechanisms
during the electrospinning of PLA−DCM−hexane and PLA−
DCM systems, the crystallinity and pore morphology of the
fibers produced from these systems were examined and
compared with each other and with those of the corresponding
NIPS-derived PLA foams.18 A solvent exchange step was also
performed on the electrospun fibers to evaluate their
performance in a typical nonsolvent at room temperature.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. PLA (Mw = 194 000 and D-lactide content = 1.6%)

was purchased from NatureWorks LLC (Ingeo Biopolymer 4032D).
The molecular weight of this PLA was determined by the supplier

Table 1. Chemical Structures and the Physical and Chemical Properties of the Materials Used in This Study11,16,17

aThe density of PLA depends on its degree of crystallinity.18,19 The value 1.24 g/cm3 indicated here is the density reported by the supplier for the as-
received PLA. bThis is the mer molecular weight of PLA. cSpecified by the supplier.
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based on solution viscosity measurements. Dichloromethane (DCM;
Fisher Chemical; Stabilized/Certified ACS, >95.5%) and hexane
(Fisher Chemicals, Certified ACS, >95%) were respectively used as
solvent and nonsolvent for PLA. Methanol (Fisher Chemicals;
Certified ACS, 99.9%) was also used for the solvent exchange process
as another nonsolvent for PLA. The chemical structures and the
physical and chemical properties of these materials are presented in
Table 1.
2.2. Solution Preparation. The crystallinity of the as-received

PLA was decreased via a melting-quenching process in order to
facilitate its dissolution in solvent DCM.12,17,18 The resulting
amorphous (∼95%) PLA was dissolved in DCM at 30 °C while
mechanically stirring until a homogeneous solution was obtained. The
evaporated amount of DCM (weight basis) was then added to the
solution at room temperature. Note that all solutions were tightly
sealed during preparation and storage. Binary solutions with three PLA
concentrations of 9.1, 10.6, and 12.1 wt % were prepared via this
process (Table 2).

In order to prepare the ternary systems with the same PLA
concentrations of 9.1, 10.6, and 12.1 wt %, first PLA−DCM solutions
with appropriate concentrations (13, 15, and 17 wt %, respectively)
(Table 2) were prepared via the process explained above. The
nonsolvent hexane was then gradually added to the solutions while
stirring under ambient conditions to reach hexane/DCM volume ratio
of 1 (v/v) (Table 2). These ternary systems are located in the liquid−
liquid phase separated region of the PLA−DCM−hexane phase
diagram (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).12,17,18

2.3. Evaporation Experiments. The rate of solvent evaporation
during electrospinning and thereafter has a significant impact on pore
formation and crystallization. Thus, a series of evaporation tests were
performed on ternary and binary systems in order to compare their

evaporation rates under the same ambient conditions as those for the
electrospinning processes: 23 °C and ∼50% relative humidity. Samples
of each system with the same volume were prepared in 20 mL vials
(bottom diameter of 26.8 mm), placed on a shelf, and exposed to air.
The weight of the vials was recorded every 30 min over a 13 h time
period. The change in mass of each system relative to the initial mass
was then plotted as a function of time.

2.4. Rheological Experiments. Rheological studies provide
information on viscoelastic properties of systems which we use to
explain their electrospinnability. The rheological experiments were
performed using an Anton Paar (MCR 502) rheometer and a Couette
geometry. A solvent trap (Anton Paar; ST-CYL-C/Q1) which can be
assembled on the Couette geometry was also used to minimize the
evaporation of DCM and hexane in our system. The results of a time
sweep on the binary solution with 10.6 wt % PLA revealed that in spite
of using the solvent trap, there was a noticeable evaporation starting
after 3 h, reflected as a significant increase in viscosity from 1.5 to 104

Pa·s over ∼1.5 h. Under these conditions, a tall skin was observed on
the bob as a result of rod climbing (Figure S2). The rod climbing can
be partially attributed to the capillary forces which are also promoted
by the gradual evaporation of solvent from the system. Thus,
additional measures were taken into account including further sealing
of the solvent trap using carbon tape and parafilm as well as low
viscosity silicone oil (∼1.5 mL). These measures are explained in more
detail in the Supporting Information (Figure S2). After applying all of
these measures, rod climbing was minimized and a much smaller
increase in viscosity (starting after 13 h from ∼1 to 40 Pa·s over 10 h)
was observed for the binary system (10.6 wt %) (Figure S3). Thus, all
the rheological experiments were carried out using this setup as
explained below.

First, a strain sweep between 0.1% and 10% confirmed that at less
than 1% strain the systems remain within their linear viscoelastic
region. The rheological behavior of all ternary systems and one of the
binary systems (10.6 wt %) was evaluated via time sweeps at 1% strain
under ambient conditions by loading 4.6 mL of solution in a Couette
configuration. The time sweep tests were repeated three times for each
concentration system, and the average values were obtained. Then, for
the ternary systems, the data were normalized to the average of
complex viscosity values prior to the induction time of crystallization.
Note that the time sweep curves are shifted by 75 min, which is the
time between the sample preparation and loading the rheometer.

2.5. Electrospinning. The binary and ternary systems (Table 2)
were electrospun under 25 kV applied by a high-voltage power supply
(Spellman, model SL150). Each ternary system was electrospun at

Table 2. Binary and Ternary Systems Used in This Study

overall PLA concn of the
system (wt %)

system
type

PLA in DCM
(wt %)

hexane/DCM
(v/v)

9.1 binary 9.1 0
ternary 13 1

10.6 binary 10.6 0
ternary 15 1

12.1 binary 12.1 0
ternary 17 1

Figure 1. Electrospinning of membranes (top route) versus foaming (bottom route) from phase-separated ternary systems. The reason that the
height of the liquid in the top route is shown to be decreasing is that samples are taken from the system at various times for electrospinning. Note
that the containers must be tightly sealed at all times as explained in section 2.2.
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various aging times (during its phase separation prior to gelation
(Figure 1).12 The ambient and processing parameters were kept
constant for all electrospinning experiments. The temperature and
environmental humidity were 23 °C and ∼50%, respectively. The
process was performed at a flow rate of 5 mL/h adjusted by a digital
syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, model 703307 R) using a stainless
steel, 21 gauge needle. The distance between the tip of the nozzle and
the collector (working distance) was fixed at 10 cm.12

The electrospinning experiments must be performed quickly after
loading the syringe in order to minimize evaporation. A piece of cotton
containing a few droplets of hexane and DCM (v/v = 1) was hung
inside the vials to compensate for the evaporation caused by opening
the containers to take portions of the ternary system for each
electrospinning experiment. The high volatility of DCM and
hexane12,17 also resulted in unavoidable formation of skin/gel at the
tip of the syringe which required frequent removal in order to maintain
a stable jet flow and avoid the formation of more than one jet string
with smaller diameters (i.e., jet branching).6

The collector was covered with new aluminum foil before each
experiment, and the aluminum foil with the deposited membrane was
collected for further characterization or solvent exchange. The
membranes produced from the binary systems and some of the
membranes produced from the ternary systems were immediately cut
in half after fabrication. The first half was allowed to dry in air, and the
other half was immersed in methanol for 4 h for solvent exchange
followed by drying in air. The same solvent exchange process was also
performed on the membranes electrospun from binary systems after 2
weeks aging under ambient conditions.
2.6. Foaming. PLA foams were also produced from the three

ternary systems (Table 2) to compare their properties with those of
the membranes electrospun from the same systems. In order to
produce PLA foams, the ternary systems (Table 2), which were
prepared as explained in section 2.2, were allowed to completely phase
separate until they gel (Figure 1). The gelation time (measured in a
sealed container18) of the ternary systems with PLA concentrations of
9.1, 10.6, and 12.1 wt % is 3 ± 0.5 days, 24 ± 3 h, and 8 ± 2 h,
respectively.18 The resulting gels were aged for ∼24 h and then
carefully demolded and cut. The gel cubes were immersed in methanol
for 30 h solvent exchange followed by air drying. This NIPS foaming
process is described in more detail in our previous work.18

2.7. Characterization. The electrospun membranes and PLA
foams (before and after solvent exchange) were characterized by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC; TA Instruments, Q200) and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM; HITACHI, S-3400N). After an
overnight degassing step, the specific surface area of the membranes
electrospun from binary and ternary systems with PLA concentration
of 10.6 wt %, with and without solvent exchange, was measured by the

Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) N2 adsorption−desorption test
(Tristar 3000 V6.07) at 77.3 K.

The DSC experiments were performed in sealed aluminum
crucibles under a nitrogen atmosphere as heating scans from 25 to
250 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C/min. However, only the parts of the
curves containing useful information (40−180 °C) are presented here.
All DSC data are the average of two measurements for each sample.
The surface texture12 and the core morphology of the electrospun
fibers and the pore structure of the fracture surface of the foams18 were
examined by SEM under high vacuum. Note that the membranes
produced from ternary systems at various aging times were examined
by SEM in our previous study.12 In order to observe the core structure
of the fibers, the membranes were cut using a sharp blade while
soaking in liquid nitrogen. Prior to SEM examination, all the
specimens were mounted on carbon tapes placed on an aluminum
stand and then coated with gold for 120 s using a rotary-pumped
sputter coater (Quorum, Q150R ES).

All membranes were also quantitatively examined in terms of the
size of their fibers by applying ImageJ software to the SEM images,
before and after solvent exchange. For each membrane, the diameters
of at least 50 randomly selected fibers were measured and the average
values are reported.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Evaporation Experiments. The evaporation of DCM
and hexane can have a significant influence not only on the
rheological experiments but also on the morphology formation
during the electrospinning process. Figure 2 presents the results
of the evaporation tests for binary and ternary systems as
change in mass as a function of time. In general, the
evaporation rate depends on the combination of the degree
of volatility of the solvents and the polymer−solvent interaction
parameters which are further explained in section 3.3. This
process involves the diffusion of the solvent to the surface
where it then evaporates. According to Figure 2, for all
concentrations, the binary solutions evaporate faster than the
ternary systems.
In binary solutions, DCM diffuses to the surface and

evaporates as a result of its high vapor pressure (Table 1). In
ternary systems, the diffusion of the polymer-lean phase
(hexane + DCM) to the surface is expected to be faster
because of the branchlike channels formed as a result of phase
separation. In spite of this faster diffusion, the overall
evaporation rate for the ternary systems is lower (Figure 2)
because the vapor pressure of the polymer-lean phase (hexane

Figure 2. Results of evaporation tests (change in mass relative to initial mass) for ternary and binary systems with various PLA concentrations: 9.1 wt
% (a), 10.6 wt % (b), and 12.1 wt % (c) (Table 2). The time interval between measurements is 30 min as described in section 2.3.
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+ DCM) is lower than that of pure DCM in the binary systems
(Table 1).9 In other words, the polymer-lean phase in ternary
systems may reach the surface faster than that of DCM in
binary systems, but it takes longer for it to evaporate. Also, as
the PLA concentration of systems increases (a to c in Figure 2),
the evaporation rate decreases such that for the ternary system
with PLA concentration of 12.1 wt % the system almost reaches
a plateau within the test period as it gels.
Although these results (Figure 2) provide an insight about

the evaporation rates of the binary and ternary systems, it must
be noted that evaporation during electrospinning is much faster
than in these tests due to the rapid increase in specific surface
area of the system within milliseconds. The results of
evaporation experiments are used in the following section to
explain the rheological behavior of the systems as well as the
pore formation and crystallization mechanisms of electrospun
membranes.
3.2. Rheology. For solution electrospinning, there is a

critical concentration which results in sufficient chain
entanglement and therefore a high enough viscosity for
electrospinnability.5,7,11 As explained in the Introduction,
producing uniform, continuous fibers via electrospinning of
polymer−solvent−nonsolvent systems can be challenging due
to the changing viscoelastic properties of the phase-separating
systems prior to electrospinning.5,7,16 Rheological studies
provide information on viscoelastic properties of systems and
explain the transition from electrospraying to successful
electrospinning for various solutions.7,25

The complex viscosity of the ternary systems as a function of
time is presented in Figure 3. The induction time of
crystallization which corresponds to the drastic increase in
viscosity of the ternary systems (Figure 3) is 1220, 470, and 225
min for systems with PLA concentrations of 9.1, 10.6, and 12.1
wt %, respectively. For these systems, chains in the polymer-
rich phase start to order at the induction time of crystallization
when it is concentrated enough.18,19,21 Further solvent diffusion
accelerates the ordering. These semiordered regions act as
nuclei for further crystallization later on in the process which is
explained further in section 3.4.

The complex viscosity of the PLA−DCM binary solution
with 10.6 wt % PLA as a function of time is presented in Figure
S3. No sudden increase in viscosity can be observed for this
binary system, and the gradual increase in its viscosity is solely
due to evaporation over the long-term experiment. Thus,
evaporation still plays a role in our rheological experiments
(Figure 3), although its impact in increasing the viscosity of the
ternary systems is much less significant than that of the
crystallization within their polymer-rich phase. Also, note that
less evaporation is expected for the ternary systems according
to the evaporation studies (Figure 2).
The beginning of the electrospinnability window (i.e., shelf

time12) for the ternary systems, as determined in our previous
study12 based on SEM images of the membranes, is indicated in
Figure 3. The electrospinnability window starts at 1200, 420,
and 240 min and ends at 1620, 1320, and 360 min after mixing
hexane with PLA−DCM solutions for systems with 9.1, 10.6,
and 12.1 wt % PLA, respectively.12 As mentioned previously,
the electrospinnability window starts when the viscoelastic
properties of the phase separating system reach optimum
conditions to form a stable, continuous jet flow resulting in
long, uniform fibers.12 The electrospinnability window ends as
large polymer-lean regions are formed within the phase-
separated system resulting in an overall lack of chain
entanglement throughout the system.12,21 These larger
polymer-lean domains rapidly evaporate during the jet flying,
and there remains behind a heterogeneous system leading to
the rupture of the jet flow.16

According to Figure 3, the electrospinnability window of the
ternary systems studied here starts when the systems are close
to their induction time of crystallization. The largest difference
between the beginning of the electrospinnability windows and
their corresponding induction times of crystallization is
observed for the ternary system with overall PLA concentration
of 10.6 wt % (Figure 3). For this system, the electrospinnability
starts at ∼420 min, which is about 10% apart from the
induction time of crystallization for this system (470 min).
Thus, the electrospinnability of the phase-separating ternary
systems may be related to the initiation of chain ordering and

Figure 3. Complex viscosity as a function of time for the ternary systems. The beginning of the electrospinnability window for the ternary systems12

is indicated with the dashed lines which are close to the induction time of crystallization (rapid increase in viscosity) of the corresponding system.
Each curve is normalized to the average of complex viscosity values prior to the induction time of crystallization (ti).
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formation of incipient crystals within the polymer-rich phase.
Note that by changing the processing and ambient conditions,
the electrospinnability of the systems also changes.1,3,12 We
further discuss the electrospinnability of our ternary systems
based on the chain entanglement concept as well as the SEM
images of their electrospun membranes in the next section.
3.3. Morphology. In this section, first, we discuss the

morphology of and the pore formation mechanisms for the
fibers electrospun from binary systems and then we discuss and
compare these matters for the ternary systems.
3.3.1. Membranes Electrospun from Binary Systems. The

morphology of the fibers electrospun from the binary PLA−
DCM solutions is presented in Figure 4. The surface of these
fibers is packed with pores of various sizes, especially for those
fibers produced from solutions with higher concentrations (e.g.,
12.1 wt %, Figure 4h). Note that this highly porous structure is
formed under a high voltage (25 kV), even though high
voltages are known to decrease the surface porosity of
electrospun fibers.9,14 Bognitzki et al.6 electrospun PLA fibers
from a 5 wt % DCM solution with similar surface porosity to
those in the left and middle columns of Figure 4. However, the
pore size distribution for their fibers is narrower compared to
that of our fibers. The wider surface pore size distribution on
our fibers indicates that, in addition to breath figures, other

mechanisms such as TIPS are playing a role. As explained in the
Introduction, the surface pores caused by the breath figures
mechanism are expected to be similar in shape and size,
whereas the pores formed as a result of phase separation
(TIPS) are normally more irregular in shape and size. The
presence of such pores with various sizes on the surface of our
fibers (i.e., the wider surface pore size distribution) indicates
that the pores are formed not only by the breath figures
mechanism but also by TIPS.1,16,20 Water is partially miscible in
DCM16 and thus can form pores via NIPS as well.9 The high
volatility of DCM (Table 1) is essential to activate both breath
figures and TIPS mechanisms.1,6

The surface porosity of the fibers electrospun from binary
solutions is decreased when solvent exchange is performed
immediately after membrane deposition (Figure 4c,f,i). As a
result, for example, the specific surface area of the membrane
produced from the binary system with PLA concentration of
10.6 wt % (Figure 4d,e) is also decreased from 0.68 to 0.18 m2/
g after the solvent exchange. In spite of the high volatility of
DCM and the high surface area of the fibers, the remaining
DCM, which is mostly within the core of the fibers, is large
enough to cause morphological change during solvent exchange
at room temperature. DCM is a very good solvent for PLA, as
indicated by the solubility parameter, making the removal of

Figure 4. SEM images of membranes electrospun from binary systems with PLA concentrations of 9.1 wt % (a−c), 10.6 wt % (d−f), and 12.1 wt %
(g−i). The middle column (b, e, and h) contains enlargements of the left column (a, d, and g). The right column (c, f, and i) shows the morphology
of the respective fibers in the middle column after solvent exchange (performed immediately after the deposition).
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residual DCM more difficult. During electrospinning, the rapid
DCM evaporation occurs on the surface of the fibers while the
residual solvent in the core gradually diffuses to the surface to
evaporate. This rapid surface evaporation leads to a high
concentration of polymer chains on the surface which
eventually forms the skin.1,16,20 This skin hinders the diffusion
and evaporation of the residual DCM. The DCM−methanol
mass transfer during solvent exchange facilitates the diffusion of
the residual DCM22 which lowers the glass transition
temperature (Tg) of the PLA on the surface, in particular the
amorphous chains of the skin. This process allows the pores to
reshape and shrink. The hydrogen bond network between the
loosely attached, amorphous chains of the skin may also favor
pore shrinkage.9 Similar surface morphologies to those of the
fibers after solvent exchange (Figure 4c,f,i) are reported for the
poly(acrylonitrile) fibers electrospun directly into a nonsolvent
bath.22

Figure 5 presents the SEM images of the fibers electrospun
from binary systems which were aged for 2 weeks before the
solvent exchange step. The model explained above is consistent
with these SEM images (Figure 5), revealing that the surface
porosity of the membranes which were aged for 2 weeks before
solvent exchange is less affected by this process. During this
aging period, residual DCM evaporates slowly from the core of
the fibers through the skin without disturbing the pore
structure.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that even for

systems containing volatile solvents such as DCM, the surface
porosity of the fibers may not be fully stable after deposition for
subsequent applications. These observations also highlight the
importance of the polymer−solvent interaction parameter

which determines the degree of solubility of a polymer in a
solvent.18,20,26 The Flory−Huggins interaction parameter (χ)
between the two species can be calculated from eq 1.17,20,26,27

χ δ δ= −
V

RT
( )ij i j

r 2
(1)

where Vr is the reference molar volume and δ is the solubility
parameter.17,25,27 The solubility parameters for PLA, DCM,
hexane, and methanol at 25 °C are 10.10, 10.54, 7.24,17 and
14.526 (cal/cm3)1/2, respectively. As expected, DCM is a good
solvent and hexane is a nonsolvent for PLA, since |δPLA − δDCM|
= 0.44 (cal/cm3)1/2 and |δPLA − δhexane| = 2.86 (cal/
cm3)1/2.17,20,26 Also, methanol, which is used in the solvent
exchange process, is an excellent nonsolvent for PLA as |δPLA −
δhexane| < |δPLA − δmethanol| = 4.4 (cal/cm3)1/2.
The polymer−solvent interaction parameter depends on

temperature and the chemical composition of the compo-
nents.17,20,26 For a solution of a polymer in a good solvent
(small χ), the polymer chains swell to enhance the
intermolecular interactions unlike a poor solvent which favors
the contraction of the chains.11 For a solution with small χ such
as our PLA−DCM, solvent evaporation can be hindered due to
the high level of intermolecular interactions between the
polymer and solvent, especially at higher polymer concen-
trations (Figure 2). Additionally, PLA and DCM form
intermolecular hydrogen bonds (molecular structures in
Table 1), making the removal of remaining DCM even more
difficult.

3.3.2. Membranes Electrospun from Ternary Systems.
Figure 6 presents the SEM images of the materials electrospun
from ternary systems at various aging times during phase

Figure 5. SEM images of the membranes electrospun from binary systems with PLA concentrations of 9.1 wt % (a), 10.6 wt % (b), and 12.1 wt %
(c) which were aged for 2 weeks before solvent exchange as described in section 2.5. Note that images a, b, and c respectively correspond to images
a/b/c, d/e/f, and g/h/i of Figure 4.

Figure 6. SEM images of the electrospun materials from the ternary system with PLA concentration of 9.1 wt % at various aging times during phase
separation (no solvent exchange): 5 h (a), 7 h (b), and 20 h (c). Image c represents the beginning of the electrospinnability window for this system.
Note that further morphological examinations on the membranes electrospun from ternary systems at various aging times are presented in ref 12.
SEM images of higher magnifications from image (a) better showing its pore morphology are presented in the Supporting Information (Figure S4).
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separation. These SEM images show the significant effect of
aging during phase separation on the morphology of the
electrospun fibers.12 Electrospinning of the ternary systems at
early stages of phase separation, before the electrospinnability
window starts, may result in the formation of microbeads and
bead-on-string morphology (Figure 6a,b).
The striking difference between the microbeads morphology

(Figure 6a) and the perfect fibers electrospun from the
corresponding binary system (9.1 wt %) (Figure 4a) reveals an
important fact: the incorporation of the nonsolvent may
increase the surface tension of the system compared to that of
the binary solution,12,16,24 favoring the formation of the
microbeads at this stage. More importantly, the lack of chain
entanglement in the polymer-lean phase reduces the effective
resistance to flow, leading to the formation of microbeads and
bead-on-string morphology.5,7,11,12,29 The chain entanglement
in a polymer solution increases by increasing the polymer
concentration and/or the solvent quality.7 Although the
polymer concentration in the polymer-rich phase in the ternary
system of Figure 6a may be high enough to allow for chain
entanglement, there is certainly no entanglements in polymer-
lean domains wherein no chain overlapping exists.7 On the
other hand, there is a uniform distribution of chain

entanglement throughout the corresponding binary system
resulting in perfect fibers (Figure 4a).
The pore formation process during electrospinning of the

ternary systems is complex as hexane-induced phase separation
is also introduced to the system. The morphology of the fibers
electrospun from the ternary systems is presented in Figure 7.
The surface of these fibers has a very rough texture, in particular
for those produced from higher concentration systems (Figure
7e,h). For the low concentration ternary system (9.1 wt %),
breath figures, TIPS, and humidity induced phase separation
still play an important role in the pore formation similar to that
of the binary systems. Note that the incorporation of hexane,
which is highly hydrophobic, also diminishes the humidity
incorporation into the system. For the systems with higher PLA
concentrations (10.6 and 12.1 wt %), the hexane-induced phase
separation becomes the predominant factor controlling the
formation of the surface roughness (Figure 7e,h). Thus, there is
a critical concentration for the ternary systems at which surface
porosity of the fibers coarsens to surface roughness.
Qi et al.14 produced highly porous PLA fibers with a

morphology similar to that of our fibers (Figure 7e,h). They
used systems containing PLA, dichloromethane (solvent), and
butanol (nonsolvent) with 8 wt % PLA and various

Figure 7. SEM images of membranes electrospun from ternary systems with PLA concentrations of 9.1 wt % (a−c), 10.6 wt % (d−f), and 12.1 wt %
(g−i). The middle column (b, e, and h) contains enlargements of the left column (a, d, and g). The right column (c, f, and i) shows the morphology
of the respective fibers in the middle column after solvent exchange (performed immediately after the deposition). Each ternary system is
electrospun at the late stages of its electrospinnability window.
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nonsolvent/solvent ratios. They showed that if the solvent and
nonsolvent have similar volatility, the porosity and roughness of
the fibers are drastically diminished. Thus, the different
volatility of DCM and hexane (Table 1) may be essential in
the formation of surface roughness in our systems.14,16

Unlike with the binary systems, solvent exchange does not
have a significant effect on the surface morphology of the fibers
(Figure 7e,f,h,i), except for the membrane produced from the
low concentration (9.1 wt %) ternary system (Figure 7b,c). The
porous surface of the fibers electrospun from ternary system of
9.1 wt % (Figure 7b) converts to surface roughness after
solvent exchange (Figure 7c) as the hexane-induced phase
separation within the fibers is continued by the methanol-
induced phase separation during solvent exchange.22 In
comparison with the binary systems, there may be less residual
DCM in the core of the electrospun fibers produced from the
ternary systems due to their branch-like, channeled phase-
separated structures (Figure 8a,b) as well as more open pores
on their surface (Figure 7e,h) facilitating the diffusion of the
solvents from the core to the surface.
The specific surface area of the membrane produced from

the ternary system with PLA concentration of 10.6 wt %
(Figure 7d,e) is 3.82 m2/g, which is more than 5 times higher
than that of the membrane produced from the corresponding
binary system. This indicates that the surface roughness of the
membranes of ternary systems may provide a larger surface area
than that of the surface porosity of the membranes of the binary
systems. Even though no obvious morphological change is
observed in the SEM images of the fibers of ternary systems
(10.6 and 12.1 wt %) after solvent exchange, there is a decrease
in the specific surface of this membrane from 3.82 to 1.89 m2/g
as a result of solvent exchange.
From Figures 4 and 7, we can conclude that the PLA fibers

electrospun from high concentration ternary systems may be

more stable in terms of surface morphology in comparison with
that of the binary systems. Also, the surface of the fibers
produced from binary systems is smoother (Figure 4b,e,h)
compared to that of the ternary systems (Figure 7b,e,h), in
particular at higher PLA concentrations.
The fibers electrospun from ternary and binary systems are

also drastically different in terms of their core morphology
respectively having a porous and dense core structures (Figure
8). The pore formation mechanisms active in binary systems
only contribute to the formation of surface porosity and texture
and have no effect on the core of the fibers (Figure 8c,d).
However, the hexane-induced phase separation in ternary
systems creates fibers with a highly interconnected porous core
(Figure 8a,b) in addition to a rough surface texture.20,24

Similar to the binary systems, during the electrospinning of
the ternary systems, the rapid evaporation first occurs on the
surface of the fibers. DCM is more volatile than hexane (Table
1); thus, the surface composition of the jet is more rapidly
brought to the hexane-rich side of the phase diagram (Figure
S1), crossing into the unstable conditions where spinodal
demixing is favored.1,5,14,16,17,20,21 Meanwhile, the core of the
fibers is still in the metastable region where the system phase
separates via nucleation and growth. As hexane and DCM
gradually diffuse out from the core, the surface of the fibers may
be brought to the metastable region.1,6,20,26 Thus, the pore
formation in the ternary system, which is mostly the result of
hexane-induced phase separation, is driven by a combination of
spinodal and nucleation and growth demixing.

3.3.3. Average Diameter of the Fibers (Image Analysis). In
addition to the qualitative examination and comparison in the
previous sections, all membranes are quantitatively analyzed in
terms of the average size (diameter) of their fibers in this
section. The results of the image analysis on SEM images of the
membranes (Figure 9) further elaborate the effect of phase

Figure 8. SEM images of the core of the fibers electrospun from ternary (9.1 wt % (a) and 12.1 wt % (b) PLA concentration) and binary (9.1 wt %
(c) and 12.1 wt % (d) PLA concentration) systems (before solvent exchange). The fibers of images a and b are electrospun at the late stages of their
electrospinnability window and correspond to the images of Figures 7b and 7h, respectively. Note that soaking in liquid nitrogen during the cutting
process (described in section 2.7) may have slightly affected the morphology of the fibers.
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separation and the solvent exchange on the final size of the
fibers.
Before solvent exchange, only the fibers produced from low

PLA concentration systems (9.1 wt %) show a significant
difference between the average fiber diameter of the samples
produced from binary and ternary systems. These fibers have
similar surface morphology (Figures 4b and 7b), but the fibers
of the ternary system have porous cores (Figure 8a)
contributing to the larger diameter whereas the core of the
fibers of the corresponding binary system is dense (Figure 8b).
Considering the standard deviations, we cannot distinguish
between the diameters of the fibers produced from the 10.6 and
12.1 wt % systems.
3.3.4. Foams. Figure 10 presents the SEM images of the

NIPS-derived foams. Note that the NIPS foaming technique
and the characterization of the resulting PLA foams are
presented in detail in our previous study.18 The morphology
and pore formation mechanisms of the foams are completely
different from those of the corresponding electrospun fibers.
Unlike electrospinning, in the foaming process, the ternary
systems are allowed to gel quiescently (Figure 1). The solvent
exchange process is an essential step of the NIPS foaming
technique which prevents pore collapse during drying. Thus,
the NIPS-derived foams are always produced through a process
that includes a solvent exchange step.18 The solvent exchange
process effectively increases the final porosity of the foams
because it allows the gel to further crystallize such that it can
resist capillary forces and not collapse during the subsequent air

drying.18 For the electrospun fibers, the rapid evaporation,
short crystallization time, applied tensile stress, and electric field
affect the final structure and pore and crystal morphol-
ogy.20,30,31

3.4. Crystallization. The crystallization process of the
binary and especially ternary systems is very complex since
there are several factors such as solvent evaporation, hexane-
induced phase separation, applied electric field (i.e., voltage),
and the tensile stress (mechanical drawing) during electro-
spinning, which can contribute to chain alignment. The applied
electric field can enhance the crystallization kinetics of PLA, in
particular, at higher temperatures and voltages.30 This is
attributed to an increase in nucleation rate due to the presence
of a polar repeat unit with dipoles parallel to the backbone of
this macromolecule.30

DSC traces for the foam and the electrospun membranes
produced from systems with 10.6 wt % PLA concentration are
presented in Figure 11. The DSC curve of the foam exhibits
only a deep melting peak, whereas the DSC curves of the
membranes before solvent exchange show exothermic cold
crystallization (between 75 and 105 °C) and recrystallization
(between 145 and 155 °C) peaks. Interestingly, both cold
crystallization and recrystallization peaks are eliminated as a
result of solvent exchange. These observations are used later on
to explain and better understand the crystallization process of
these systems.
The crystallinity (Xc) of the foams and electrospun

membranes was calculated using eq 2.18,23,28,32,33

Figure 9. Average fiber diameter (n > 50) for each membrane electrospun from binary and ternary systems before and after solvent exchange (SE).
Note that for the ternary systems, SEM images captured in the late stages of electrospinnability of each system were used, as presented in Figure 7.
Error bars represent standard deviation.

Figure 10. SEM images of the PLA foams produced from ternary systems with PLA concentrations of 9.1 wt % (a), 10.6 wt % (b), and 12.1 wt %
(c). Images a and b present the morphologies of the foams which were undergone high shrinkage during drying of the gel.18 The mean porosity of
the foams correspond to images a, b, and c are 45.5%, 40.7%, and 65.6%, respectively.18
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where ΔHm and ΔHc are respectively the heat of fusion and the
heat of crystallization measured from the DSC heating curves,
and ΔH0 is the enthalpy of fusion of fully crystalline PLA (106
J/g).18,19,28

The crystallinity of the membranes electrospun from ternary
systems at various aging times during phase separation is
presented in Figure 12. According to this figure, crystallinity
increases as a function of aging time during phase separation
resulting in higher crystallinity for higher PLA concentrations.
As the ternary systems age during their phase separation and
their polymer-rich phase becomes more concentrated, more
incipient crystals are formed. Thus, the final crystallinity of each

membrane in Figure 12 may be related to the number density
of these incipient crystals which is related to the initial polymer
concentration of the system. In other words, semiordered
chains of the incipient crystals within the polymer-rich phase of
a phase-separated ternary system enhance the final crystallinity
of its electrospun membrane.
The crystallinity values of the PLA foams and the membranes

before and after solvent exchange are presented in Figure 13.
Note that the crystallinity of the membranes produced from
each ternary system (before solvent exchange) is obtained by
averaging the crystallinity of all the membranes electrospun
from that system during phase separation. The crystallinity of
the membranes produced from ternary systems is on average
higher than that of the binary systems which is partially due to
the presence of the incipient crystals in the polymer-rich
domains as explained earlier.
According to Figure 13, the crystallinity of the electrospun

membranes is much lower than that of the foams due to the
difference in their production routes (Figure 1). The PLA
foams are produced from ternary systems which are allowed to
phase separate, partially crystallize, and gel followed by a
solvent exchange, all of which contribute to their higher
crystallinity.6,18 On the other hand, for the membranes, the
phase separation and crystallization processes are interrupted
by the electrospinning process (Figure 1). The electrospinning
process does not provide sufficient time for PLA crystallization,
which is known to be slow,15,30,33−35 resulting in poor packing
of PLA chains4 leading to low crystallinity (Figure 13). This
poor chain packing is reflected in the cold crystallization
exhibited by the membranes in the DSC studies (Figure 11).
For both binary and ternary systems, the crystallinity of the
membranes is increased after solvent exchange (Figure 13) due
to crystallization during solvent exchange.
It is known that increasing temperature increases chain

mobility which may lead to the cold crystallization of PLA.12

Here, we show that during solvent exchange in a nonsolvent at
room temperature, cold crystallization can also occur due to the
plasticization effect of the residual DCM. The solvent exchange
process allows the semiordered regions to crystallize through a
gradual replacement of the residual DCM with methanol in the
polymer-rich domains.18 By removing the DCM in the solvent
exchange process, we also prevent future chain reorganization.
Figure 14 presents the heat of cold crystallization and cold

crystallization temperature of the membranes before solvent
exchange. Figure 14 reveals that the average heat of cold
crystallization and cold crystallization temperature for mem-
branes produced from ternary systems are respectively ∼3.6 J/g
and ∼10 °C lower than those of the binary systems. These
observations indicate that the incipient crystals within the
polymer-rich domains of the ternary systems may act as
nucleators and accelerate and promote crystallization during
the spinning process12,15,34 and during cold crystallization in
the DSC. This is also consistent with our explanation for Figure
12 that the average crystallinity of the membranes produced
from the ternary system with PLA concentration of 12.1 wt % is
higher than that of the other ternary systems due to the more
numbers of incipient crystals (i.e., nucleators) promoting
further crystallization.
There are four crystal forms for PLLA, γ, β, α (the most

common form), and α′ (less ordered α) which can be formed
under suitable conditions.12,15,23,35 The α′ to α recrystallization
transition is a well-known phenomenon for PLLA which
normally occurs during a heating process before melting. This

Figure 11. Typical DSC heating curves of the membranes, electrospun
from binary and ternary (10.6 wt %) systems before and after solvent
exchange (SE), and the foam (10.6 wt %). The membrane electrospun
from the ternary system is produced at the late stages of its
electrospinnability window. The curves are appropriately shifted
vertically to avoid overlapping.

Figure 12. Crystallinity of the membranes electrospun from ternary
systems with PLA concentration of 9.1 wt % (◆), 10.6 wt % (■), and
12.1 wt % (▲) at various aging times during their phase separation.
Note that these systems have different gelation times with the shortest
occurring at the highest PLA concentration. The trendlines show the
increasing trend in crystallinity of the membranes.
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recrystallization transition is governed by a solid−solid
transformation mechanism with no melting involved.35 The
small exothermic peak due to α′ to α recrystallization occurs
before the melting peak in the DSC curves of the membranes
before solvent exchange (Figure 11). The heat of recrystalliza-
tion of the membranes is presented in Figure 15. The heat of
recrystallization of membranes electrospun from ternary
systems is less than that of the membranes produced from
binary systems (Figure 15). Additionally, as we have shown in
Figure 13, the membranes electrospun from the ternary systems
have a higher crystallinity (before solvent exchange). Together,
this reveals that more of the perfect α crystals exist in as-
electrospun membranes produced from ternary systems which
can be again related to the nucleator role of the incipient
crystals formed during phase separation as well as the lower
evaporation rate (Figure 2), all of which provide suitable
conditions for the formation of the more packed crystal form
(α).
As shown in Figure 11, the recrystallization peak is not

present in the DSC curves of the membranes after solvent
exchange. Thus, the room temperature solvent exchange
process not only allows for cold crystallization of PLA as
explained but also transforms the less packed α′-form crystals
to the perfect α-form crystals.12,15,35

Similar to the morphology, the crystallinity of the as-
electrospun PLA membranes produced from binary and ternary
systems drastically changes during solvent exchange at room
temperature in the nonsolvent methanol even though the
systems contain very volatile solvents which are expected to be
eliminated during the electrospinning process. These observa-
tions illuminate an important issue that regardless of the
volatility of the solvent(s), as-electrospun membranes produced
from solutions may not maintain their pore morphology and/or
crystallinity during subsequent applications such as filtration
where the membranes are in contact with a fluid. Depending on
several factors discussed in this paper, such as the polymer−
solvent(s) interaction parameter, an appropriate aging process
may be essential after electrospinning to improve the in-service
performance of the membranes.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we produced and characterized PLA membranes
electrospun from PLA−DCM binary and PLA−DCM−hexane
ternary systems under constant ambient and processing
parameters. We presented a rheological model that can identify
the initiation of the electrospinnability window for the ternary
systems during which viscoelastic properties of the system allow

Figure 13. Crystallinity of the membranes electrospun from binary and ternary systems before and after solvent exchange (SE) and the foams. Note
that the crystallinity of the membranes produced from ternary systems before SE is the average of the corresponding crystallinity values in Figure 12.
The crystallinity of the foams is obtained from ref 18.

Figure 14. Heat of cold crystallization (a) and cold crystallization
temperature (b) of the membranes before solvent exchange (SE). The
values presented for the ternary systems are the average of the values
measured for the membranes electrospun at various aging times
(Figure 12). Note that cold crystallization is not observed in the DSC
curves of the foams and the membranes after SE (Figure 11).

Figure 15. Heat of recrystallization of the membranes before solvent
exchange (SE). The values presented for the ternary systems are the
average of the values measured for the membranes electrospun at
various aging times (Figure 12). Note that recrystallization is not
observed in the DSC curves of the foams and the membranes after SE
(Figure 11).
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for the formation of a more stable, continuous jet. According to
this model, the electrospinnability window of the ternary
systems studied here starts within at most 10% of their
induction time of crystallization. Thus, the electrospinnability
of phase separating ternary systems may be related to the
formation of incipient crystals within their polymer-rich phase.
The DSC results showed that the semiordered chains of these
incipient crystals may act as nucleators for further crystallization
leading to higher crystallinity and more packed α crystals for
the membranes produced from ternary systems compared to
those of the binary systems. Also, crystallinity of the
membranes increases over aging time during phase separation
of each ternary system as well as with the PLA concentration.
The fibers electrospun from binary systems are porous on the

surface and dense in the core whereas the fibers from the
ternary systems have a very rough surface and a highly porous
core. We also showed that the surface roughness is a result of
surface porosity coarsening at a critical polymer concentration.
The surface porosity of the fibers of the binary systems is
formed as a result of a combination of breath figures, TIPS,
and/or humidity-induced phase separation mechanisms. For
the ternary systems, the hexane-induced phase separation has
the predominant role in the formation of the surface roughness
and core porosity. A combination of spinodal and nucleation
and growth phase separation controls the pore formation in the
ternary system.
Despite the high volatility of hexane and especially DCM as

well as the rapid increase in specific surface area of the system
during electrospinning, there remains residual solvent in the
fibers that can affect their properties after deposition. As a
result, the surface porosity of the fibers electrospun from binary
solutions was decreased after immersing in a nonsolvent
(methanol) at room temperature. Except for low PLA
concentration, the rough surface texture of the fibers electro-
spun from ternary systems was not affected by the solvent
exchange. This highlights the importance of the polymer−
solvent interaction parameter in such a process which is mostly
overlooked in the literature compared to the other parameters
such as the volatility of solvent(s). We also showed that the
residual solvent(s) can potentially cause even a more significant
impact on the crystallinity of the electrospun fibers. The
crystallinity of the membranes produced from binary and
ternary systems are respectively increased by 79.9% and 57.6%
on average, after solvent exchange in methanol. The gradual
diffusion of residual DCM into the methanol provides the
chains with sufficient time to order and further crystallize. The
DSC results revealed that the membranes cold crystallize and
recrystallize (α′ to α) during this solvent exchange.
These results and observations illustrate an important issue

that has not been properly addressed in the literature: the
surface morphology and crystallinity of as-electrospun PLA
membranes can change during their subsequent character-
ization and application influencing their in-service performance.
It is very likely that a similar morphological and crystallinity
change would occur after solvent exchange for other systems
containing a polymer and a good solvent which have a low
interaction parameter (i.e., small |δpolymer − δsolvent|) and also
form persistent hydrogen bonds.
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